A customer-orientated company – BLOC-O-LIFT®
• Easy mounting
• Damped closing
• Smooth running
• Defined force support
• Ongoing duration
• Easy opening

A customer-orientated company – STAB-O-SHOC®
• Targeted damping
• Controllable speeds
• Easy mounting
• Damped closing
• Stays safely open
• Easy opening

A customer-orientated company – STABILUS®
• Swing-up Cabinet Doors
• Dampers from STABILUS can slow down heavy drawers or pullout elements – to make cabinet doors swing up or a microwave oven come together, and they all require the greatest possible efficiency.
• The kitchen is a place where many very demanding work areas and closing of shelves and flaps, easy opening and safe holding of Work Surfaces.
• Various additional functions, defined force support, optimized ergonomics, non-blocking blocking of Work Surfaces.

A customer-orientated company – LIFT-O-MAT®
• Defined force support
• Inexpensive
• No bouncing
• Smooth running
• Defined force support
• Inexpensive

A customer-orientated company – DÄMPFERANWENDUNGEN
• Easy mounting
• Actuation elements can be positioned, even of heavy weights
• Gas spring assumes the function of a motor
• Motor and Gas Spring Support

A customer-orientated company – WORKING
• Defined force support
• Defined force support
• Force support makes motor redundant
• Motor and Gas Spring Support

A customer-orientated company – LIVING
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A customer-orientated company – COOKING
• Defined force support
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• Force support makes motor redundant
• Motor and Gas Spring Support
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